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• Unsupervised Anomaly detection methods predominantly require clean datasets 
without the presence of any anomalies

• Obtaining anomaly free datasets can be difficult in many practical scenarios, 
especially medical imaging

• Ethical issues for certain imaging modalities mean most scans are only performed 
given a strong prior suspicion of pathology

• By combining the use of Vector Quantised Variational Autoencoders (VQ-VAE)[1] 
and transformers we devise a mechanism for self-supervised anomaly detection 
when faced with anomalous training data

• Utilising the token masking capabilities of transformers we can iteratively mask out 
suspected anomalous areas to emulate training on normal data only

• We demonstrate the performance of our work on AutoPET[2] – a whole body PET 
dataset in addition to MVTec[3] – an industrial manufacturing dataset showcasing 
the efficacy of our approach on both 3D medical imaging and everyday 2D 
images

Introduction

Results

Models and Anomaly Detection
• The driving components behind the proposed method are the VQ-VAE and 

Transformer used to learn the probability density function of the encoded training 
images

• To use the Transformer model images must be presented in a 1D sequence ideally
categorical

• Using the VQ-VAE we can encode images into a discrete latent space that can 
then be flattened and fed to the transformer for training and inference.

• Once trained the transformer can be used to highlight tokens in the discrete latent 
space that are low likelihood i.e. those that represent anomalous data

• By using the transformer to replace low likelihood/anomalous tokens with high 
likelihood tokens we can “heal” the anomalous latent space and then decode a 
new image with the suspected anomalies removed

• To improve on this following the work from Patel et al [4] we utilise the generative
capabilities of the transformer by resampling low likelihood tokens multiple times, in
addition to decoding the latent codes with dropout multiple times to realise a 
variety of healthy realisations of the original image. Through this instead of creating 
a residual anomaly map we can use Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) at each voxel 
position to model the intensity/uptake of specific voxels and then score the original 
intensities against the modelled distribution generating a KDE anomaly map.

• For medical imaging this is especially useful as often there are bi-modal or multi-
modal distributions present for healthy representations
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Iterative Token Masking for Anomalous Training Data
• Given a baseline anomaly detection approach we now seek to utilise the token 

masking capabilities of the transformer for anomaly detection when training on 
anomalous data

• The aim is to perform anomaly detection on the original training dataset to 
highlight suspected anomalies

• Given a binary anomaly map for an image we can downsample the image to that 
of the latent space dimension to represent which latent codes represent 
anomalous data

• These latent codes can then be masked within the transformer in the next series of 
training to remove the influence of said suspected anomalies

• This process can then be repeated until convergence is seen

• Experiments were set up creating training datasets with ranging anomalous 
contamination between 0-100% for the 3D PET data and 0–80% contamination on 
MVTec

FIG 1: Iterative Training cycle with token masking. Images are encoded and used to train a 
transformer. The trained transformer is used to run anomaly detection on the training data’s 
latent codes, that are then decoded to calculate KDE Anomaly Maps. These maps can then 
be used to generate a binary mask over the latent space to be used in the next round of 
transformer training. This process is then repeated until convergence in the anomaly maps is 
seen

FIG 2: Results for models trained on 100% anomalous training data for PET and 
80% Anomalous training data for MVTec

FIG 3: Plot of improvement in performance over training iterations for our proposed model 
when trained on 100% anomalous training data for PET and 80% Anomalous training data for 
MVTec 

FIG 4: Comparison showing the variation of performance of our model against leading 
baselines with ranging number of samples containing anomalies 

Conclusion
• In medical imaging scenarios it can often be difficult to obtain datasets free of 

anomalies, as such the use of unsupervised methods are often limited
• In this work we present an iterative method of training in a self-supervised way

without any labelled data in a scenario where non-anomalous data is unavailable
• Not only does our model show little degradation in performance as the levels of 

anomalies in training increases, but it also far outperforms the competing baselines 
that show large drops in performance
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